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23 April 2020
To Whom It May Concern
LETTER OF REFERENCE – MORITHITHO FOUNDATION
We have been associated and involved with the Morithitho Foundation since 2018. Our involvement as a
company began in an advisory capacity and has since been extended into financial support.
The reason our support has extended as such was due to specific reasons:
Ms Tebogo, founder and owner of Morithitho Foundation, renown & well respected for her amazing abilities &
achievements in many areas of dance as well as coach and mentor to dance champions locally & internationally,
is a unique person with a sincere passion for bringing the wonderful benefits of dance to all communities in and
around South Africa. Her positive energy and commitment to the upliftment of teachers and the youth within
our local communities is noteworthy.
As a company we believe in the mission statement that Morithitho subscribes to: “…… a holistic approach to
sport, arts, recreation and culture in South Africa and Africa, by producing excellence through empowering and
teaching artistic individuals and creating job opportunities in the arts sector of South Africa and Africa. Bringing
quality skills to the less privileged and uplifting their lives through cultural recognition and the Arts.”
The various projects and teacher training programmes in Morithitho are significant as they address many of the
social ills evident in our society: In seeking to bring cohesion, address behavioral stigma and issues that has
affected communities in South Africa, Morithitho programmes have the potential to grow & significantly impact
the lives of youth & women and bring much needed positive attitudes and renewed faith in our country.
The contributions that our company has made and will still be making are not sufficient to fully support all the
vital projects that are in progress. We have no hesitation in recommending Morithitho Foundation as a
worthwhile and solid entity for this funding application. Any funding provided to Morithitho will be well used
and have great impact in bringing the inspiring world of dance and the arts to communities, who otherwise
would never get to know of the opportunities that exist and possibly talents that could emerge.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch should you wish to discuss further.
Yours Sincerely,

William Fink
Managing Partner
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